Utilization of an ovine collagen dressing with an intact extracellular matrix (CECM)
within a dual-protocol algorithm to improve wound closure times
and reduce expenditures in a VA Hospital.
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Introduction:
Wound healing involves a complex series of biochemical
1
and cellular processes. These sophisticated events can
best be orchestrated when careful use of and adherence to
2
an evidence based wound healing algorithm is utilized.
With the evolution and introduction of more costly cellular
based biological grafts, which oftentimes have a limited shelf
life window, the utilization of a CECM used from the first
day of treatment can be a viable option in a wound care
treatment plan. The CECM offers clinicians another option in a
dual-protocol algorithm to help promote wound closure. When
3
a broad-spectrum MMP reducing CECM was strategically
utilized as part of a broader dual-protocol algorithm, it offered
positive outcomes to wound closure. It also offers further
momentum toward the development of a clinical model that
couples organized fundamental wound closure tenets and the
use of reasonably priced collagen platforms.
Methodology:
The Alexandria VA Wound Healing Center features state of
the art, 21st century technologies that can provide military
veterans suffering from diabetic, venous leg and lower
extremity pressure ulcers access to some of the most
up-to-date wound healing diagnostic and treatment strategies
available. The center established consulting protocols and
developed a clinically functional, dual-protocol algorithm that
can effectively deliver a standardized method of assessing,
treating and managing wounds. (See Figure 1).

CECM was introduced in the Wound Healing Center to
determine the feasibility of using a unique collagen dressing
that combines strength, simplicity and savings. CECM was
a first-line treatment strategy in a dual-protocol algorithm
that combined both a decision and a treatment protocol. The
number of wound resolutions, amount of advanced graft usage
and CECM usage was plotted against a function of time. (See
Figure 2). Our clinical decision to continue with conservative
treatment or bridge to a more advanced product was based
on whether there was a 30%-50% wound size reduction
4
over 4 weeks. If wound size continued to contract after 4
weeks of conservative treatment, CECM remained the primary
dressing. If wound contraction stalled or increased after 4
weeks, an advanced biologic was chosen in lieu of CECM to
reach our resolution endpoint. Complete and sustained wound
5
resolution was defined as closure by secondary intention with
6
repopulation of healthy granular tissue to wound base and
7
100% epithelialization with no drainage.
Conclusion:
This abstract demonstrates two endpoints. First, the use of
a comprehensive dual protocol algorithm, utilizing a native
MMP-reducing collagen dermal template (CECM) as first line
wound management, was a success. Secondly, after the
introduction of the CECM in this VA hospital, the number of
wound resolutions were increased by 70% and advanced
grafts expenditures were reduced by 71.6%.
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